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Holmes' Federal Income Tax first appeared at the end of 1917. A supplement was added in 1918 and it was revised and greatly enlarged in 1920. Now we have another supplement covering the host of court decisions and Treasury Department rulings and regulations made during 1920. Either the optimist who believes that all law may be reduced to statutory form would be confounded by such an exhibition or he would be reduced to railing at the draftsmanship of the statutes or the system of taxation on which they are framed. However that may be, Mr. Holmes has done a valuable work in keeping his book up to date. Of criticism or suggestion in it there is little. But it does tell what the law is. It contains a detailed statement of the multitudinous points which have arisen. It is a "Cyc" in its digest and classification of authorities on the fields it covers. The hurried lawyer or business man who is interested not in "why" but "what" will appreciate it for that which it successfully is.

—G. E. O.


In this book will be found a clear, compact explanation of the scope and method of use of Shepard's Citations.